2019 FCPL/FCPS Collaborative Booklist Grades 6-8

All Summer Long by Hope Larson
Y FIC LARSON - GRAPHIC FORMAT

Amal Unbound by Aisha Saeed
Y FIC SAEED +

Supernova by Tillie Walden
J FIC AMULET - GRAPHIC FORMAT *

Apocalypse Taco by Nathan Hale
#

Apollo 8: the Mission that Changed Everything by Martin Sandler
J 629.454 SAND

Astrophysics for Young People in a Hurry by Neil DeGrasse
J 523.01 TYSO

Best Babysitters Ever by Caroline Cala
J FIC CALA

The Alcatraz Escape by Jennifer Bertman
J MYS BERTMAN

City of Ghosts by Victoria Schwab
J FIC SCHWAB #

Countdown: 2979 Days to the Moon by Suzanne Slade
J 629.454 SLAD

Endurance (Young readers edition): My Year in Space and How I Got There by Scott Kelly
J B KELLY

Game of Stars by Sayantani DasGupta
J FIC DASGUPTA

Genesis Begins Again by Alicia D. Williams
Y FIC WILLIAMS

Ghost Boys by Jewell Parker Rhodes
J FIC RHODES * # +

Hurricane Child by Kheryn Callender
J FIC CALLENDER #

Ignite the Stars by Maura Milan
Y FIC MILAN #

Illegal by Eoin Colfer
Y FIC COLFER - GRAPHIC FORMAT

It Wasn't Me by Dana Alison Levy
Y FIC LEVY +

Junior High Drama by Louise Simonson
J FIC SIMONSON

Lu by Jason Reynolds
J FIC REYNOLDS

Max and the Midknights by Lincoln Peirce
J FIC PEIRCE

Merci Suarez changes gears by Meg Medina
J FIC MEDINA

New Kid by Jerry Craft
J FIC CRAFT-GRAPHIC FORMAT

Path to the Stars: My Journey from Girl Scout to Rocket Scientist by Sylvia Acevedo
J B ACEVEDO

Property of the Rebel Librarian by Allison Varnes
J FIC VARNES * +

Rebound by Kwame Alexander
J FIC ALEXANDER +

See You in the Cosmos by Jack Cheng
J FIC CHENG +

Seeing Stars by Sara Gillingham
J 523.8 GILL

Skyward by Brandon Sanderson
Y FIC SANDERSON

Song for a Whale by Lynne Kelly
J FIC KELLY

Space Boy Volume 3 by Stephen McCranie
Y FIC SPACE- GRAPHIC FORMAT

Strange Star by Emma Carroll
Y FIC CARROLL
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Tempests and Slaughter by Tamora Pierce
Y FIC PIERCE *

The Assassination of Brangwain Spurge by M.T. Anderson
Y FIC ANDERSON

The Bridge Home by Padma Venkatraman
Y FIC VENKATRAMAN

The Hidden Witch by Molly Knox Ostertag
J FIC GRAPHIC OSTERTAG

The House with Chicken Legs by Sophie Anderson
J FIC ANDERSON

The Jamie Drake Equation by Christopher Edge
J FIC EDGE

The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl by Stacy McAnulty
J FIC MCANULTY +

The Night Diary by Veera Hiranandani
J FIC HIRANANDANI

The Shores Beyond Time by Kevin Emerson
J FIC EMERSON

The Simple Art of Flying by Cory Leonardo
J FIC LEONARDO

The Space Adventurer's Guide: Your Passport to the Coolest Things to See and Do in the Universe by Peter McMahon
J 629.4 MCMA #

The Storm Runner by Jennifer Cervantes
J FIC CERVANTES #

The Whispers by Greg Howard
J FIC HOWARD

To Night Owl from Dogfish by Holly Goldberg Sloan
J FIC SLOAN

Waste of Space: a Moon Base Alpha novel by Stuart Gibbs
J MYS GIBB

Watch Us Rise by Renée Watson
Y FIC WATSON

Wild Blues by Beth Kephart
Y FIC KEPHART

Library on Wheels: Mary Lemist Titcomb and America’s first bookmobile by Sharlee Glenn
J B TITCOMB * #

* available as an FCPL ebook

# available through FCPL Hoopla

+ available through Axis 360